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Contract Controls:
Beyond Cost Reduction
Revenue Enhancement
and Fraud Prevention

By Jerome R. Gardner

I n today’s environment, corporations
have to do more to stay afloat. They
cannot afford to leave money on or

under the table when negotiating contracts
or agreements. When reviewing
performance regarding partnerships, joint
ventures and vendor contract operational
agreements, they need to ensure:
 Satisfaction with performance
expectations
 How expenses and revenues are
charged and/or recorded
 They are being allocated appropriate
agreed-upon overhead

Joint ventures, partnerships and other
forms of contracts and agreements reviews
should first, if not already requested by
management, be considered in the annual
systematic audit risk assessment review
analysis process. Scheduling partnership
reviews should periodically be included in
the annual audit plan.

After review, one may want to create
or reestablish additional upfront detailed
criteria for operational contract
expectations. Some of the routine contract
relationships, although legal, and reviewed
for out clauses and monetary advantages,
lack the mythological operational
responsibilities and accountabilities that
either are overlooked or misunderstood until
it is too late. Establishing and integrating
clear and understandable operational
accountability in appropriate partnership or
vendor contracts, including explicit
expectations and controls upfront, better

define accountabilities and responsibilities
that can develop beyond cost reduction.
This can approach fraud prevention and
possibly bottom line enhancement for any
organization.

Knowing and Including Proper
Contractual Language
Often the following elements of contract
language either are excluded or not clarified
in relationship agreements or contracts:
 Revenue sharing
 Billing methodology

Upfront, explicit revenue sharing and
billing methodology expectations in
contracts create better contractual
accountability and responsibility
obligations. Clearly defined guidelines can
reduce the “gray” interruptive monetary
areas often found in contracts and revealed
during reviews. Defining expectations
upfront can clarify periodic reconciliation
distribution reviews or audits that determine
contractual compliance, rather than after-
the-facts interruptions or negotiations that
may result in bad feelings between the
parties.

The agreement/contract should address
documentation requirements for billable
expenses and methodology for computation
of any passed on allocated overhead.  All
types of submitted expenses are expected
to have documented audit trails and agreed
upon methodology for charging. Both
parties, prior to contract signing, should be
aware of these requirements and

expectations. A “right to audit” clause in
contracts, to better allow for contract
compliance reviews, including allowing for
the right to review outsourced third party
(go between) vendors that may have been
utilized by either parties that may reflect
some form of financial/operational
intervention/impact on the contract/
agreement operations. Control of utilizing
third party vendors or as a conduit should
meet the same stringent vendor
requirements established as if they were
doing business directly with the auditor’s
corporation.

Stringent Vendor Requirements
Any vendor that wishes to conduct business
with or be considered in the bid process by
a corporation and its affiliated entities must
complete a documented approval review
vendor application (Sample Exhibit 1, page
23). The vendor may request the application
from the corporation via phone, writing, e-
mail, fax or in person.

Third party vendors that possibly utilize
other sources as a conduit to fulfill their
requirements for service, must also establish
with their supply/repair sources the same
vendor standards requirements as the
original purpose was intended, including the
right to audit clause.

This control process would better
reduce the possibility of:
 Stand-alone vendors that normally
would not have met the original vendor
criteria requirements
 Phantom vendors, used through a third
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party as a conduit mechanism
 Re-purchasing the company’s own parts/
merchandise/services through lack of
controls and inappropriate inside personnel
behavior

This revised process can better
establish audit chain trails and thus
provide better controls.

One might expect to go to the original
record documentation source or where the
record is maintained to get appropriate
validation. Identification of detailed
revenue and charge responsibilities must be
included in the operational agreement. Thus,
besides the right to audit clause, an
additional disclaimer clause should be
included to disallow for non agreed upon
charges. For example, “only agreed upon
scheduled revenue/charges reflected in the
agreement/contract are appropriate, others
not reflected in this agreement are excluded
unless agreed to in writing by both parties.”

The following are some of the detailed
recommendations for inclusion in
appropriate contracts for vendors, joint
ventures, consulting services, construction,
and partnership arrangements that one might
consider to better facilitate meeting all
concerned parties expectations. This list is
not all inclusive:
 Records–Determine where and for how
long records (documentation) are to be
maintained.
 Billing invoice–Must have explicit
description of terms and presented timely.
 Supplies and product cost
reimbursement–Submission of actual 3rd

party receipts must be submitted with “not
to exceed a predetermined threshold
approval level” (obligation authority).
 Travel and other reimbursement–
Predetermined policy/guideline
expectations must be documented and
understood. Reimbursement by explicit
component calculated methodology along
with any travel policy limitations.
 For Billable time–Determination of
title, job function, certification
(requirements), hours worked, supported by
actual time record copies. These should be
verifiable during audit reviews in source
files.
 Methodology–For any allocation of
expenses or revenues, details along with
clearly defined terminology with
explanations of how charges (revenue) is

determined, administered, and validated.
Records subject to review and validation
should also include those records necessary
to evaluate and verify direct and indirect
costs or revenues, (including overhead
allocations) as they may apply to costs or
revenue associated within the terms of the
contract.
 Review Process Data–Recognition as
to the availability of detailed transaction
records in a computer readable format or
hardcopy form and the location of the
documents must be included.

Contract Compliance Clause
To validate contract compliance to the
extent necessary and to adequately permit
evaluation and verification, the following
clause is an example deemed necessary in
contracts:

“All related records, with regard to
contract compliance, are entitled to be
reviewed, including the interviewing of any
employees associated with producing
revenue or costs or gathering, posting and
or generating financial information relating
to this contract, pursuant to the provisions
of this article throughout the term of this
contract and for a period of three years after
the final payment or longer if required by
law. Such audits may require photocopying
of selected documents from time to time at
reasonable times and places.

Records subject to audit shall also
include those records necessary to evaluate
and verify direct and indirect costs or
revenues, (including overhead allocations)
as they may apply to costs or revenue
associated within this contract.
Computerized detailed transaction records
(data) will be provided in a computer
readable format either on data disks,
transmitted electronically or suitable
alternative computer data exchange
formats.”

Again, remember all contracts should
contain a right to audit clause. One should
have the right to audit all numbers reflected
in the financial reporting process, and the
means how and why they got there.

Setting the standards, rules and
expectations upfront can benefit all
organizations.             
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Babson On Taking Action:

The successful man is the one
who had the chance and took it.

Roger Babson,
 founder, Babson-United
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Exhibit 1:  Sample Criteria Based Vendor Application
(Based on information provided by Integris Health)

Your Institution Mailing Address
Phone & Fax Numbers

Name of Business

Address

City                                               State                        Zip Code

Contact Person Name & Title

Phone #                                                Fax #

FEID or Social Security Number

E-mail                                                   URL
Invoice payments to: _________________________________
(If  we are to mail to a lock box or PO address, the actual physical location of
your is required in the address section.)
Payment Terms:  ________________   Shipping:
__________________
Type of Business (check appropriate box):
 Manufacture  Construction
 Professional Services  Distributor
 Other
_________________________________________________
Business Structure (check appropriate box):
 Sole Proprietorship  Partnership  Corporation
 Non-Profit  Individual
Principals(s) Names/Titles:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Small Business Firm (check one):  Yes  No
Minority Business Firm (check one):  Yes  No
State of ______ Certified as Minority Business Enterprise or
Woman-Owned  Yes  No
Certified by Whom if Other Than State of ________________:
__________________________________________________
Business License in State of:  __________________________
Collects Sales Tax for Named Entities:
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
Bank:  ____________________________________________
Authorized to Endorse Checks:  ________________________
Business/Personal References (Minimum 2 required; attached
complete information)
Signature of Authorized Applicant:
__________________________________________________
Date of Application:  _________________________________

Vendor Information:  (Complete all of the following information)

Credit Card Accepted:  Yes  No

Type of Card:   Visa  AE  MasterCard

Authorized vendor for repair of hand-held stainless steel, scope,
or power equipment must state which manufacturer brands
they are licensed to repair and by what entity.

All third party repair vendors must state where the actual
repair was done and by what entity and obtain license and
authorization by the manufacturer.  Certificate of liability
insurance must be furnished by both entities.  Copy of original,
paid invoice from third party repair entity must accompany
your invoice to (YOUR INSTITUTION).

Criteria Based Vendor Application Process June 1, 2002

Any vendor that wishes to conduct business with or be considered
in the bid process by (YOUR INSTITUTION) must fill out a
Vendor Application.  You may call, request in writing, by Fax, stop
by in person, or request the application via e-mail.

After the vendor application is received by the Procurement
Department at (YOUR INSTITUTION), a criteria based review
will be conducted of your application.  Should you be selected as
a vendor you will be notified by (YOUR INSTITUTION)
Procurement Center and you will be set up in our system.  After
these steps are completed you can be issued a Purchase Order/
check.

Anytime a company relocates or expands its services/products, it
is the company’s responsibility to inform the (YOUR
INSTITUTION) Procurement Department, in writing.

ALL vendors and vendor representatives are required to sign a
Statement of Conflict of Interest if any family member is an
employee of (YOUR INSTITUTION).  (Check the appropriate
box.)

 I (we) do not have any relatives employed by (YOUR
INSTITUTION).

Signature:  _________________________________________
Date:  _________________

 I (we) do have any relatives employed by (YOUR
INSTITUTION) and a Certificate of Conflict of Interest is on file
(attach copy).

Signature:  _________________________________________
Date:  _________________


